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Bell-Ringer Sheet E (Week of Sept. 10, 2018)
English with Mr. Thompson

 Please complete or re-do incomplete activities.

Mon., Sept. 10, 2018 - D.O.L.
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.
1. Professor Stone told we students, “Dr Walker graduated from syracuse medical school in 1855.” (5 corrections)

2. “How few womans were doctors then” exclamed professor Stone! (5 corrections)

Tues., Sept. 11, 2018 - Sentence Stalking
Directions: Identify the subject and verb and other parts of speech of the mentor sentence. Then create your own sentence in the same style.

Mentor Sentence: “The day of the fourth game was a gray and stormy Sunday.”
p. 69 - Under the Blood-Red Sun by Graham Salisbury
My Sentence:

Wed., Sept. 12, 2018 - D.O.L.
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.
1. In 1864 you know dr. Walker was commissioned an assistant surgeon in the union Army. (4 corrections)

2. There no other female officers so someone may have reccomended she for the post. (4 corrections)

E
Thurs., Sept. 13, 2018 - PAT Practice
Directions: Use the PAT method to analyze each writing prompt. View the “PAT Practice” sheet for reference if necessary.
Purpose __________________________
Writing Situation:
Rules and laws and consequences for breaking them are set in place
to maintain order and to create behavioral expectations.
Writing Directions:
Write an article for a teen magazine that shares a story of when you
broke one or many rules and the consequences of your actions.

_________________________________
Audience _________________________
_________________________________
Task ____________________________
_________________________________

Fri., Sept. 14, 2018 - Paragraph Editing
Directions: Edit the paragraph below using proofreader’s marks. Specifically, look to make capitalization and punctuation corrections.
more than a thousand years ago the mayans and other peoples of central america chewed chicle. Chicle is the
hardened sap of the sapodilla tree ancient greeks we’re chewing gum made from the sap of the mastic tree. the
native americans of north america were chewing gum made from spruce sap. By the early 1800s the first store to
make and sell spruce gum had opened in north america. in the 1860s, the use of chicle as a chewing gum was
developed and gums popularity began to raise (22 corrections)

